
360° GEO REPORTS 308x52’  
Whether they depict deep-sea divers in the 
Bermuda triangle or game keepers in the far 
reaches of the Siberian forest, these films provide 
us with insights into the lives and work  
of exceptional men and women.  
6 NEW EPS UHD

JOURNEY ON FOOT 4x52’ 
The story of people across 3 continents who 
embark on a once in a lifetime pilgrimage. 
Sometimes in search of spiritual understanding, 
sometimes after a life changing decision. UHD

WORLD MEDICINE 50x26’ 
Embark on a world tour of ancestral medicinal 
practices with Bernard Fontanille – an 
emergency doctor used to operations in difficult 
conditions – through majestic landscapes. 

GEOLINO 50x13’  
The perfect documentary series for inquisitive 
boys and girls aged 5 to 16 years. It portrays 
the daily lives of outstanding children and tells 
fascinating animal stories.  

TITRE XX’ 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation 
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit. 

LAND OF WOMEN 5x52’ 
From India to the Bijagos archipelago, discover 
the last of the world’s matriarchies through the 
stories of the women who run them. Each of  
the five films in the series is an immersion into 
one of these societies.  
DELIVERY: DECEMBER 2019

TITRE XX’ 
Lorem ipsum dolor sit amet, consectetur 
adipisicing elit, sed do eiusmod tempor 
incididunt ut labore et dolore magna aliqua. Ut 
enim ad minim veniam, quis nostrud exercitation 
ullamco laboris nisi ut aliquip ex ea commodo 
consequat. Duis aute irure dolor in reprehenderit. 

Series 2019

RITUALS OF THE WORLD 15x26’ 
Fire dancing in Papua New Guinea or climbing to the top of the Ethiopian cliffs to introduce one’s child 
to God: this series reveals how some people today still practice rituals that structure their lives  
and become, beyond a simple social bond, a structuring force and a source of culture.

HUMAN STORIES

THE ULTIMATE REFERENCE IN FACTUAL DISTRIBUTION
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IN THE AMERICAS 70x26’ 
From the Altiplanos of Peru, the festivals in 
Columbia to the Great Lakes of the US, discover 
the cultural diversity, wonderful landscapes, 
people and history. 

DESTINATIONS 200x13’ 
Far from the frenzy of urban life, DESTINATIONS is an invitation to enjoy the simple pleasure 
of traveling to the four corners of the world to discover places that inspired the great artists,  
resulting in an exchange between a land, a town, a landscape and a work of art.

WORLD PEAKS 20x43’ 
Discover the snow topped summits and misfilled 
valleys of some the world’s most mythical 
mountains. ALSO AVAILABLE: PEOPLE OF  
THE MOUNTAINS (50X13 ET 49X3)

ISLANDERS 20x43’ & 6x26’ 
Discover some of the world’s hidden treasures 
by revealing thefaces and life of island folks.

WIND QUEST 6x52’ 
Arthur de Karsauson, a young city dweller, sets 
out in search of the winds of the world collecting 
facts and amusing anecdotes.

20 MINUTES AT THE SEA 34x24’ 
Let’s travel to the planet’s 34 most beautiful 
coastal and maritime destinations.  
On the beaches, coasts, and islands of allthe 
world’s continents.

LET’S ALL GO TO THE SEA 10x43’ & 10x26’ 
Coastlines and seafronts are the gateways to 
the oceans, a source of many and varied natural 
resources. It’s easy to understand why half  
of the world’s population lives along the coast! 

AMAZING GARDENS 70x26’ 
In an increasingly urbanized world, an original 
look at contemporary gardens focusing on 
examples of the most recent landscaping efforts.

AMAZING LANDSCAPES 80x26’ 
A history of landscape, through the eyes of those 
who know them best : geologists, historians  
or locals... 

NATURE & DISCOVERY
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TREE STORIES 10x52’ 
A 10-episode journey around the world, 
combining nature’s finest tree specimens 
with the unique stories of the people that live 
alongside them. 

CASTLES & PALACES OF EUROPE 5x52’ 
A breath-taking aerial view leads us through  
the Loire Valley in France, to southern Germany, 
the southeast of England, the Piedmont in Italy  
and along Portugal’s coast.

THE MOBYLETTE DIARIES 60x26’ & 16x52’ 
A generous and poetic road movie, off the 
beaten track. On his old orange Mobylette, 
François invites us on a unique trip around 
France and Germany.

VOLCANO STORIES 20x26’ 
This stunning hosted series’ takes us to 40 
volcanoes around the world to learn about the fire 
giants from people who live alongside them and 
from scientists who protect us from their danger.

THE SILK ROAD AND OTHER MARVELS 15x26’ 
Discover the mythical network of trade routes 
that for centuries linked the Far East to the West 
for centuries. From Bursa in Turkey, to Xi’an  
in China.

MONASTERIES OF EUROPE 5x52’ 
What is happening today in European monasteries? Why do young people leave the “normal” world 
to devote their lives to spirituality? Let’s embark on a journey to discover the sources of Europe  
and share the life of monastic communities from Ireland to Russia and from Greece to Germany.

DISTRIBUTION.ARTE.TV
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VOYAGE OF THE CONTINENTS 10x52’ 
Via the epic of continental drift, we travel to all 4 
corners of the planet, to meet scientists who are 
carrying out state-of-the-art research on the most 
emblematic landscapes of each geological event.

INNOVATION ON BOARD 15x26’ 
A young engineer and his crew sail their boat 
from France to Indonesia on a quest for self-
sufficiency. They meet low-tech inventors who 
develop simple solutions to universal problems.

EVOLUTION ON THE MOVE 4x52’ 
In 4 different places on the planet – Saudi Arabia, 
Canada, Senegal and Russia – scientists and 
naturalists have found species that are currently 
undergoing a spectacular evolutionary leap.

ANIMALS IN FOCUS 15x26’ 
Guillaume and Marie, professional wildlife 
photographers, venture to far-flung corners 
of the world to capture on film the lives  
of animals in their natural habitats.

THE SPECIES RETURN 3x43’ 
Mother Nature possesses magnificent vital 
energy. This series examine various species that 
have made a comeback among our European 
landscapes, providing “close to home” examples.

LIVING WITH VOLCANOES 4x52’ 
Shot for 2 years, and covering more than 40 volcanoes in 12 countries across 6 continents, this series 
takes audiences on a unique journey to the heart of this living, shifting, and changing planet, to shed 
light on the infinite diversity of these volcanic stories.

LOST PARADISE 5x43’ 
The series draws up the main aspects of climatic 
change. Sea level rise, growing desertification, 
deforestation, melting ice at both poles and melting 
of the glaciers as well as extreme climatic events.

SCIENCIBLE 30x2’ 
In less than a minute and thirty seconds, delve 
into the fascinating universe of science through 
beautiful, mysterious and surprising images! 

ANIMAL ODYSSEY 5x52’ UHD/Delivery: 2021
65 million years ago mammals appeared often 
far from their present-day habitats. Climate 
change and shifting continents have caused 
them to evolve physically and geographically. 

GREEN & SCIENCE

WILDLIFE
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FOOD MAKERS GO GLOBAL 5x26’ 
Different food artisans producing the same 
kind of food – one from Europe and another 
from Asia – meet up, spend time together and 
swap knowledge and know-how. 

SARAH WIENER 70x43’ & 30x26’ 
The vivacious austrian chef Sarah Wiener travels 
all over the world to unearth its tastiest  
and most authentic treasures.

HAPPINESS IS ON THE PLATE 25x26’ 
A tasty blending travel, cooking nature and 
civic sense, following the worl of 25 green chefs 
fighting for eco-friendly.

GLOBAL FOOD/GLOBAL DRINKS 12x52’ 
An appetising series about simple local dishes 
that are now eaten all over the world and about 
the most universal drinks that have become  
a key feature of our daily lives.

HORS D’ŒUVRE 31x26’ 
An invitation to embark upon an unprecedented 
experience: sampling gastronomic meals that are 
represented in works of art. 

SEX IN THE WORLD’S CITIES 14x52’ 
This sensual and libertine collection provides  
an entertaining and fascinating journey into 
sexual practices the world over.  
ALSO AVAILABLE : SEX IN THE WORLD (4X52’)

STREETOSPHERE 20x26’ 
Via various capitals, this series immerses  
the viewer in urban cultures. A lively, human, 
impromptu and out-of-the-ordinary-approach  
to (re)discover Berlin, Amsterdam or New York...

NEW YORK CONFIDENTIAL 5x43’ 
The séries series explores those districts of New 
York that make up a kaleidoscope of languages, 
cultures, nationalities and beliefs. 

BEYOND BEAUTY 5x52’ 
Setting out to discover sexuality in the world’s 14 
major megacities, this series provides  
an entertaining and fascinating journey into 
sexual practices the world over.

FOOTBALL REBELS 10x26’ 
At a time when business seems to be corrupting 
our relationship with sport, Eric Cantona shows 
us footballers who’ve managed to resist.

TASTE OF FRANCE 6x52’ 
Spurred by their passion and ambition, talented 
international chefs are reviving the spirit  
of French cuisine with renewed vigor. 

FOOD MARKETS 15x52’ 
Barcelona, Budapest, Vienna, Lyon, Amsterdam, 
Palermo, Helsinki ... They all have a big belly:  
the city food market that nourishes a great part 
of their population

FOOD & TRAVEL

LIFESTYLE

SPORT
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DATES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’ 
This series tells world history through a few major dates, revisited through the prism of memory. 
Driven by the accessible and passionate delivery of historian Patrick Boucheron, history comes to life 
under our eyes with bold and entertaining graphics. 10 NEW EPS SOON

THE OWL’S LEGACY 13x26’ 
Chris Marker’s mythical masterpiece released for 
the first time in 30 years.Thirteen Greek words 
deciphered by artists and intellectuals from 
different countries in a film in thirteen episodes.

A HISTORY OF THE EUROPEAN  
WORKING CLASS 4x52’ 
This series reminds us of what our societies owe 
to the workers’ movements and its struggles. 
PROVISIONAL DELIVERY : 2020

CORPUS CHRISTI 12x52’ 
A historical and scientific enquiry into the origins 
of the New Testament and the life of Jesus Christ 
involving specialists from all over the world.

JESUS AND ISLAM 7x52’ 
The creators of CORPUS CRISTI explore the 
emergence of Islam during the time of Muhammad. 
ALSO AVAILABLE: THE BIRTH OF CHRISTIANITY 
(10X52’), THE APOCALYPSE (12X52’) 

BEYOND THE MYTH 3x52’ 
This series portrays men and women who 
made history. With CHE GUEVARA, MAHATMA 
GANDHI, NELSON MANDELA.

NO GODS NO MASTERS 3x52’ 
By going back over the key events of the last 2 
centuries of social history, the series reveals that 
origins and destiny of anarchism. 

FAREWELL COMRADES! 6x52’ 
Filmed in 12 European countries, this series offers 
a unique perspective on one of the key events of 
the 20th century: the high point and fall of  
the Soviet Empire.

THE GREAT GREEK MYTHS 20x26'  
This series recounts these ancient stories using 
animations created for the occasion, and 
illustrations chosen from the entire history of 
art. Also avalaible: THE ILIAD 10x26'

ANCIENT HISTORY

CONTEMPORARY HISTORY
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SOUTH KOREA, COUNTRY OF  
MANY MIRACLES 5x52’ & 5x43’ 
In the space of 50 years, it has become one of 
the most prosperous nations of all. How didi this 
miracle happen ? 

ARTE REPORTS 600x26’ 
Since the beginnings of journalism, nothing has 
beaten people talking about ideas and facts. 
Every week, ARTE REPORTS reviews in images 
the events that made the headlines.

MAPPING THE WORLD 30x12’ 
Then complex world of geopolitics broken down 
into ten minute, bite-sized chunks. You’ll never 
sound uninformed at the dinner table ever again.

SIN CITY LAW 10x52’ 
Filmed primarily in law offices and courts only 
steps away from the glittering lights of Las Vegas’s 
famed Strip, the series reveals a world of gang 
activity, homelessness, drugs and mob vendettas. 

CRIMES THAT MADE HISTORY 10x26’ 
From Jack the Rippers to Roswell and Lady 
DI, each episode looks at a famous death, 
meticulously decoding and deconstructing  
a sensational news item. DISTRIBUTION.ARTE.TV

SIXTY EIGHT - 10 YEARS THAT SHOOK THE WORLD 4x52’
Filled with Sixties fever, from Berkley to Paris, from Berlin to Mexico and from Warsaw to Tokyo, 
the series tells the powerful years of all kinds of possibilities, whose heritage still divides.

CURRENT AFFAIRS

CRIME

GEOPOLITICS
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SIGNE CHANEL 5x26’ 
The progress of an haute couture collection from Karl Lagerfeld’s initial sketches through to 
the selling of the clothes to wealthy customers.

CLASSICAL MUSIC HITS 7x52’ 
This collection sets out to reveal the history 
of a work, in the context of its composer’s 
life, its musical composition, and the various 
performances of it.

A SEASON AT THE JUILLIARD SCHOOL 6x26’ 
Step inside the most prestigious performing arts 
school where Miles Davis, Pina Bausch studied.

SEX AND MUSIC 4x52’ 
How, since the 1950s, have music and sex 
influenced each other? Between the intimate  
and the universal, this 4-episode documentary 
series recounts evolving mores, through song.

BUDDING STARS 6x26’ 
We spent an entire year with the students driven 
by the same desire: to dance one day at the Paris 
Opera. ALSO AVAILABLE: BUDDING STARS,  
5 YEARS LATER (5X26’)

LET’S DANCE! 6x52’ 
Between eclectism and accessibility, this series 
traces the outline of an original history of dance 
in the 20th century, striving to show how it is 
rooted in society.

DRESSED UP FOR… 12x52’ 
A historical and scientific enquiry into the origins 
A hilarious, irreverent and insightful report about 
the whole fashion world. 
ALSO AVAILABLE: THE DAY BEFORE...

HISTORY OF FINE FASHION 5x52’ 
By looking at every facet of fashion, this series 
offers an easy visual presentation to the history  
of the art and style of dressing.

FASHION PACK 3x52’ 
3 decades told via the careers of emblematic 
designers, combining major historical events 
with minor happenings, anecdotes with fate and 
fortune, and pop nuggets with collective drama.

FASHION

MUSIC

DANCE
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MONUMENTS OF LEGEND 5x52’ 
Discover the hidden artistic treasures behind the construction of iconic monuments. How they fit into 
art history and have been preserved until today. With the Castle of Fontainebleau, the Chauvet cave... 
and many others. UHD

ARTE TRIPS 3x6’ 
Discover the great masterpieces of European 
painting through immersive documentary 
narratives which call upon your senses and bring 
a fresh perspective on art. VR

DESIGN 37x26’ 
The series tells the story of the 20th century 
though the industrial objects that have made 
their mark on it.

ARCHITECTURES 68x26'
The most remarkable achievements in modern 
architecture, from the works that heralded the birth 
of the modern style at the end of the 19th century 
to the latest designs by today’s top architects.

MARVELS OF THE MEDITERRANEAN 8x26’ 
Each film is like a fantastic story that takes 
viewers on a tremendous journey to discover  
a forgotten treasure, country, history, know-how 
of men and women.

THE ADVENTURERS OF MODERN ART 6x52’ 
Through illustrations, animation and original archives, plunge into Parisian life at the turn of the 20th 
Century with Picasso, Dali, Apollinaire, Man Ray, Kiki and more...

THE HIDDEN LIVES OF WORKS OF ART 6x52’ 
The world s’ leading experts on Rembrandt, 
Leonardo da Vinci, Watteau, Raphael and Poussin 
rediscover and study the masters’ works that 
were de-hung and de-framed for the occasion.

ROMANTICISM - 1825-1875:  
THE ADVENTURERS OF ART 4x52’ 
Portraying the 19th century Parisian Art and literary 
scene through the lives of the most respected 
artists of the time. DELIVERY: APRIL 2021

ART & CULTURE
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ARTISTS AND LOVE 5x26’ 
The series tells the story of intimate and tumultuous love stories of artists such as Man Ray and Lee 
Miller, Modigliani and Jeanne Hébuterne, Gerda Taro and Robert Capa and Georgia O'Keeffe and 
Alfred Stieglitz. 4 NEW EPISODES IN PRODUCTION !

SQUARE ARTISTS 33x26’ 
An artist creates his own documentary on 
someone he or she admires, or talk about art 
or something completely different. With: Maria de 
Medeiros, Nell Zink, Atiq Rahimi and many more.

SNAPSHOTS 14x26’ 
Like the sensitive plates of their country and 
society, young Chinese, Indian, Russian  
and Mexican photographers provide their vision 
of their countries. UHD

WRITERS OF EUROPE 13x52’ 
The series sets out to explore the countries  
of Europe and to depict them as perceived  
and experienced by one or several major figures 
of the literature they have produced.

PHOTO 12x26’ 
The sublime series now retraces the adventure 
of this art form, from its beginnings to the 
present, revealing the hidden stories and trade 
secrets concealed in a series of photographs.

CONTACTS 34x13'
An invitation to discover teh artistic  approach of 
the greatest contemporary photographers from 
an original angle. With Robert Doisneau,  
Helmut Newton, Martin Parr, Nan Goldin...

THE OLIVIER PÈRE INTERVIEWS 70x10’ 
Olivier Père explains: “Our guests are interviewed 
in an intimate atmosphere…  
unlike for promotional interviews”.

ANATOMY OF CRIME FICTION 3x52’ 
This series immerses us in the chaos at the 
dark heart of crime fiction, taking us on journey 
through the labyrinthine workings of the 
whodunnit, with many a shudder along the way.

LOOKING FOR THE HOBBIT 5x26’ 
Eveybody knows the Hobbit and the Lord of  
the Rings, now discover the universe of Tolkien 
and the legends that inspired them.

LITERATURE

PHOTO
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